Book List for 1st thru 3rd grade levels
for fall 2019 – spring 2020
(as of 3/20/19)

For Literature:
(One book yet to be determined)
Joan of Arc          Shana Corey                         Amazon ($4ish)
William Shakespeare and the Globe   Aliki                (026676  $5.95)
Columbus                  D'Aulaire                  (000658  $14.95)
The Courage of Sarah Noble   Alice Dalgliesh          (002525  $4.95)
Pilgrim's First Thanksgiving Ann McGovern        (009939  $5.25)
18 Penny Goose           Sally M. Walker                   (007767  $3.95)

These are the books that they will talk about in literature and could read themselves. For
read alouds or for advanced readers, see the lists for the 4th/6th grade classes.

For History -
Story of the World Vol 2 (paperback)       040707               $11.35
Curriculum guide and activity book         041241               $24.95
Story of the World Vol 3                   005652               $11.35
Activity book                              029797               $24.95
Kingfisher History Encyclopedia           003618               $22.95

For Bible: their own Bible

For Science:
Science in the Scientific Revolution by Dr. Wile   SCIREV       $44.00

* To help you shop wisely at curriculum fairs and on-line, item # and Price from the Rainbow
Resource Catalog are provided for you to have an idea of what a “good” price is for each for
comparison purposes.